Understanding decision making in design is becoming increasingly important within systems engineering and design research. While controlled experiments are used for testing hypotheses and are playing a significant role in developing theories, there is a lack of support for capturing and reusing knowledge associated with experimental design. The goal of this paper is to model the information required for designing and executing experiments, thereby enabling the reuse of past experimental designs. Using declarative formulations of four aspects of an experiment, namely, problem, process, participants and incentives, we extract the generic elements and standardize the structure of information as a Decision Experiment Design Support (DEDS) template, based on which an ontology is developed. The information necessary to execute an experiment is archived as DEDS templates and represented by a frame-based ontology that can be reused from one experiment to another. The approach is illustrated using two example experiments for studying the decision strategies of information acquisition, and the impact of domain knowledge on decisions. This paper offers a fundamental step towards reducing the barriers in designing and executing behavioral experiments for design and systems engineering research.
I. INTRODUCTION
As a useful and influential method to gain scientific understanding, experimentation is attracting increasing attention from systems and engineering (SE&D) community. Experiments are considered as a major source of knowledge in social science research [1] . Using experiments, one can either test, refine, and extend a mature theory or suggest a new theory. Increasingly, experiments are also playing an important role in design. Design is widely viewed as a decision-making process [2] , [3] , and it is believed that making decisions is the principal role of human designers [4] , [5] . SE&D is also widely recognized as a socio-technical process [6] , [7] , where social and organizational aspects are vital to understanding the overall system behavior [8] . Since the community The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Miltiadis Lytras . has emphasized the need for bringing the human dimension into design research [9] , [10] , many research methods from social science, particularly behavioral experiments, have been employed to gain insights about human decision-making behaviors. A well-designed experiment can incorporate theoretically presumed causes of phenomena while eliminating or minimizing the effects of other factors [11] . By this means, experiments enable the observation of different factors and their effects, and can inform the development of new theory. Even though experiments are advantageous, the process of designing experiments is challenging because it requires the knowledge of the SE&D domain, decision theory, computational modeling, design of human subject experiments, computer programming and software development. To develop an effective tool or approach to cope with this situation, our focus in this paper is on formal modeling of the knowledge associated with behavioral experiments in a way that enables VOLUME 8, 2020 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ reusability and execution to support experimental research in SE&D. Currently, there are several well-recognized tools for developing experiments in behavioral economics, such as the client-server application z-Tree [12] , and the web-based platform oTree [13] . These tools are suitable for the development of various behavioral experiments in decision making. They support designing experiments, and even allow some reusability of experiments by integrating some plugins. While such tools are helpful in providing reusability of experiments, they do not facilitate design of new experiments based on prior experiments or research questions that researchers are interested in. This is because existing tools are merely software embodiments of the final experiments, and do not capture all the knowledge that goes into designing an experiment. In currently applicable pertinent tools, the reusability of the knowledge for experiments is quite limited. From this perspective, there has been a lack of investigations into information modeling for behavioral experiments in SE&D, and thus this paper is focused on a framework for systematic knowledge capture and reuse to support SE&D researchers in designing behavioral experiments, particularly those related to design decision making.
In experimental design, several concerns need to be satisfied. As to human subjects, a decision experiment should capture the key features that matter the most for the research purposes, so that it forms an abstraction of the relevant design setting. Meanwhile, in this simulated scenario, decision-making behaviors should be observable and measurable, and the experiments should be easily replicable. It is important to replicate each other's work for experimental researchers, since trust in scientific knowledge comes from the ability to independently replicate empirical findings [14] . However, for other researchers attempting to conduct replications, the information about the completed experiments is unstructured and tacit, which makes it difficult (i.e., time and labor-intensive) to understand the ideas and replicate the factors (e.g., design problems involved in tasks) within an experiment. The second challenge is anchored in the process of designing new experiments. Experiments may have diverse forms (e.g., in the environment of paper-and-pencil or webbased, using controlled or quasi-experiment) and composition (e.g., simulating a design situation by various problems or processes) even for the same purpose. Further, experiments are also complex that they may need the ability to compress the temporal and geographical characteristics of the design phenomena (e.g., situations with the multiyear period last and/or multidisciplinary problems involved) without significant loss of relevant information. Based on this understanding, an effective way to design new experiments is to modify and update the existing ones. This implies that in many cases, to ensure the validity of experiments, most of the information (e.g., the design tasks set in the scenario, and the incentive structures) needed in current experiment designing can be leveraged from the previously conducted experiments. However, knowledge is always integrated and implied in these experiments. Due to the lack of formal representation, much of the information that goes into designing experiments is lost, and the availability of this information is quite limited to future researchers.
Modeling information associated with experiments in a reusable manner is a feasible way to tackle these challenges. A formally represented reusable model will support the replication of these existing experiments, rooted in which a well-constructed repository will facilitate framing new ones based on other researchers' work. With this kind of information model, knowledge can be reused in part or whole. Furthermore, there exists a tradeoff in achieving internal validity and external validity (i.e., generability). Two helpful means to resolve this are: 1) making an experiment robust and replicable but at the same time keeping it simple [10] , and 2) executing an experiment with diverse populations, contexts, and environments, where a framework (web-based platforms and databases) that facilitates rapid replication across different settings is helpful [7] . These also make knowledge modeling effective and promising for future utilization. To develop this model, this paper has studied 1) the information and/or information flow involved in creating design decision making experiments, 2) the formalization of the manner in which the information is structured and the associated information flows, and 3) the representation of the information in an achievable and executable way.
Knowledge modeling is well recognized in supporting decisions and design with the purpose of extending reusability. Previously, the concept of decision template (i.e. information model) has been proposed for design processes [15] using the compromise Decision Support Problem (cDSP) [16] . A reusable and executable template has been presented [17] using the utility-based selection Decision Support Problem (sDSP) [18] . As an explicit formal specification of terms [19] , ontologies are widely employed for knowledge representation. The information models (or templates) for cDSP and sDSP are both represented by ontologies in [20] and [17] respectively. However, the design of behavioral experiments is more complicated than solving problems of cDSP or sDSP, and the knowledge involved in the design of behavioral experiments is distinct from design of products, which increases the complexity of knowledge modeling.
With the considerations above, the research gap, motivation, research question, aim, and contributions of this paper are as follows:
• The research gap is that there is a lack of models for representing the know-what and know-how for designing of experiments in SE&D.
1) Know-what.
There is a lack of an explicit model of the structure of decision centric behavioral experiments. 2) Know-how. There is a lack of an explicit model of the procedure to develop experiments (by leveraging existing experiments, and/or designing new ones). The scope of modeling experimental design information. This scope is defined by three dimensions, our approach can be used to model the information of lab and artefactual field experiments for parametric embodiment design.
• The motivation is to bridge the gap above, thus supporting SE&D researchers in designing experiments on human decision making by capturing and reusing knowledge.
• The research question is ''what is a reusable and executable model of experiments?'' For further details, refer to Part C of Section II.
• This paper aims to model the information required for designing and executing experiments, thereby enabling the reuse of past experimental designs.
• The primary contribution of this paper is a reusable and executable information model for experimental design. Specifically, we 1) separate the information of decision experiments into different levels to enable reusability,
3) propose a Decision Experiments Design Support
Template to archive the knowledge related to different levels of decision experiments, and 2) develop a frame-based ontology to formally represent the knowledge archived in the template. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. It begins with the foundations in Section 2, which frames the scope of experiments modeling, generally depicts the information levels of experimental design, identifies and illustrates the gap of this research. In Section 3, the paper proceeds to elaborate on the separation of declarative and procedural information, and further presents the descriptive formulation of the experimental setting. The formulation is illustrated using two sample experiments at the beginning of Section 3. Based on the separation and formulation in Section 3, we construct an information template by generic elements in Section 4. In Section 5, we develop an ontology representing the template to realize the reuse of experiment-related knowledge. Finally, we give an example to illustrate the efficacy and reuse scenarios of the ontology.
II. FOUNDATIONS A. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN FOR DECISION-MAKING IN SYSTEMS ENGINEERING AND DESIGN
The research scope of the experimental design discussed in this work is framed in three dimensions: design phases [21] , design methodology [22] , [23] , and experiment classification (taxonomy) [24] . As shown in Figure 1 , the scope of our information model is in the lab and artefactual field experiments for parametric embodiment design problems. The experiments in this scope have the following advantages: 1) for research questions, the imposed control makes it easier to isolate effects and demonstrate causality, and enables carefully instrumented observations of phenomena under a wider range of conditions [7] ; 2) for experimentation, the parameterized design context ensures its controllability and operability, which also provides the prerequisite for clear and unambiguous measures on experimental variables and interests; and 3) for replication, the definitions of entities and relationships in experiments enhance the feasibility of re-analyzing data, re-running experimental settings or re-design of experiments for some hypotheses. Sequential design decision making [25] , [26] . Two decisions are made sequentially: the first decision is to choose the value of design variable x, and the second decision is to determine whether to stop the design process or to continue with additional information acquisition.
The design process in the discussed experiments is modeled by a network of decisions. Decision-making, which is regarded as a central activity in design, is chosen as the primary behavior to observe in experimentation because it significantly affects the real design processes and consequences. In terms of the underlying principles within decision centric activities of design, certain similarities emerge although experiments are diverse irrespective of their forms or purposes. Based on these similarities and some components in social science (e.g., the way to incentivize an individual), a generic information model of experiments can be developed. More importantly, note that this modeling is also achieved via separating the experiment information into different levels.
According to the general decision-making process indicated by Pahl and Beitz [21] , for solving a design problem, the general decision-making process involves two judgments: whether or not the design results are satisfactory in terms of the objective, and whether or not a repetition of a previous design step is viable and promising. These two judgments are respectively dependent on the decision on searching the design space and the decision on stopping the iteration. To be specific, with both these kinds of decisions one can consider design as a sequential information acquisition and decision-making process [26] , as shown in Figure 2 . In this figure, two decisions, highlighted in the shaded boxes, are made by designers sequentially. The first decision is to choose the value of the design variable that results in a favorable design outcome. The second decision is to determine whether to stop the design process or to continue with additional information acquisition that updates the state of knowledge. As an abstraction and simplification of the sequential decision-making processes in design, this model can be used as an underlying process structure of decision experiments. 
B. INFORMATION LEVELS OF EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
The ultimate goal is to develop an information model for facilitating experimental design in the mentioned scope from both descriptive and prescriptive perspectives. The information pertaining to experimental design can be separated into four levels, namely theoretical level, declarative level, procedural level, and operational level, as shown in Figure 3 . The experimental design begins with a theory (or hypothesis). A theory formulates a logically interrelated set of propositions that can explain or predict empirical reality [27] - [29] . At the theoretical level, a researcher should bridge the gap between reality (situations of interest) and controlled experiments based on the theory (or a certain part used in or generated from the theory in most cases). A crucial issue in the interpretation is determining how to isolate the causal effect of interest, and it can be illustrated by the ''all-causes model'' [1] :
Y is an outcome of interest, X i are the possible causal factors, f describes the relationships among these dependent and independent variables. Based on a proper interpretation of the relevant theory, the next step is to define and specify the experimental setting (situation). In this paper, an experiment situation refers to a set of factors and conditions along with a complete experimental session. It forms an independent unit of the experiment. The situation can have different states corresponding to the form and the amount of information. The information that specifies a situation is captured at the declarative level, while the procedural level captures the flow of that information. Based on the definition of information flow, the third step is to develop the computational pipeline for processing the information.
As the information flows in the procedural level the situation is converted from one state to another, which is driven by the decision-making behaviors (input) of the subjects. Meanwhile, the output behavior of the experiment is associated with the interface configured at the operational level. This level refers to the specific interaction actions among subjects and the experiment, which provides a script of what will happen for the participants in an experimental situation. Based on the information at the declarative and procedural levels, the researchers in the operational level should (1) specify the presentation (e.g., the design of user interface, the instruction for participants) of experiments, (2) construct the interactions between the subjects, and (3) clarify the actions of participants. In this work, we mainly focus on modeling the experimental information at declarative and procedural levels. The details of separating the declarative and procedural information are discussed in Section III.
C. EXPERIMENTS AND ONTOLOGY-BASED KNOWLEDGE MODELING
Experiments are needed by researchers in the SE&D community to gain an understanding about how humans make decisions and incorporate human individual and group behavior into design research. Currently, several kinds of decision experiments (or decision-centric experiments) have been conducted in design and systems engineering. For example, Sha et al. [10] carried out a framed experiment to test and evaluate the validity of game-theoretic models in engineering systems design, and Panchal et al. [26] then analyzed the results of their experiment in a different way to understand the decision-making in design under competition from both prescriptive (i.e., how decisions should be made by individuals) and descriptive (i.e., how decisions are actually made by individuals) perspectives. Fullerton et al. [30] carried out a laboratory experiment that closely matches the assumptions in the simple game-theoretic model to understand contests in R&D. Crusan and Szainfarber [31] designed a natural field experiment to understand how problem complexity impacts the attributes of solvers and the corresponding solutions in open innovation. Boudreau et al. [32] used natural data to provide evidence for hypotheses related to the incentive effects. More examples can be cited here to indicate the extensive use of experiments in SE&D.
The lack of knowledge on human decision-making renders experiments a requisite research method. Meanwhile, the lack of knowledge on experimental design necessitates the development of the corresponding tools and approaches that can facilitate designing of experiments. From the perspective of knowledge, problems exist in experimental design for research in SE&D. To embody these problems, we propose a research question, as shown in Figure 4 : what is a reusable and executable model of experiments? Considering the research gap of SE&D community, answering this question means three encountered problems need to be resolved:
1) determining what information and/or information flow are involved in creating design decision making experiments; 2) formalizing the manner in which the information is structured and the associated information flows; 3) representing the experimental design knowledge to support designers in an achievable and executable way.
The model here refers to an explicit account of shared understanding. Accordingly, ''ontology'' is employed to represent it. Ontology is defined as an explicit specification of conceptualization that a body of formally represented knowledge is based on [19] . It can function as a unifying framework and serve as the basis for the communication between people and inter-operability (i.e., the reusability, reliability, and specification) among systems [33] . Although research on ontology is rooted in computer science, ontology is domain neutral and widely applied for knowledge modeling and knowledge reuse. It is exploited in SE&D with many purposes, e.g., supporting design for additive manufacturing (DFAM) [34] , supporting manufacturing decision making [35] , representing prediction decision tree in manufacturing networks [36] , representing design decision hierarchies [37] , supporting decision-making in new product development [38] , and supporting systematic design space exploration [39] . Notwithstanding, for supporting experimental design in SE&D there is little published work on knowledge reuse or ontology developing. To answer the question and fill the gap, an information model of experiments is developed, and represented by an ontology in the following sections. This information model is extensible and can later be refined, which also allows semantic transformations between different contexts. The novelty of this paper rests in that we offer a solution of know-what and know-how problems in designing decision centric experiment for the SE&D community.
III. EXPERIMENT EXAMPLES AND EXPERIMENT SITUATION FORMULATION
In this section, two sample experiments are presented for illustrating our method. The idea of separation of information (on which our method is based) is further explained. Accordingly, descriptive formulations of the experiment situation are delineated, considering four aspects, namely, Design Problem, Design Process, Participant, and Incentive. The examples are also used to illustrate this formulation.
A. EXAMPLES OF DECISION-MAKING EXPERIMENTS IN SE&D
Two experiments are chosen as examples for the proposed approach: one is for decision strategy under noisy information resources (denoted as Decision Strategy experiment), and another is for the impact of domain knowledge on design decisions (denoted as Domain Knowledge Experiment). The decision processes and some vital information of example experiments are shown in Figure 5 . More details can be found in Refs [40] and [25] respectively.
Decision Strategy Experiment. Designers make decisions at every step about determining design variables, selecting the source of information, deciding whether to stop acquiring information, etc. These decisions are inherently influenced by a number of factors in design. The purpose of this experiment is to generate evidence to understand which strategies individuals use to make design decisions with information sources of different cost and noise, and how budget constraints affect these decisions. As shown in Figure 5 (a), a participant is required to find the maximum value (i.e., the best design performance) of an unknown function f (x) in the domain of function [−10, 10]. This function is randomly generated by a Gaussian Process f (x) ∼ GP(0, k) with a radial basis covariance function k(x, x ). To find the maximum value of this function, one can use two involved information acquisition tools: Prototype and Simulation. The Prototype method has lower uncertainty (σ = 0.1) observation results and higher cost (b = 8), while the Simulation method has higher error (σ = 10) observation results and lower cost (σ = 2). The errors and costs are known to the participant, along with a total Budget (B) at the beginning of this experiment. At the end of each step, the performance of the solutions is calculated. Based on the performance along with the spent cost or/and remaining budget, the participants earn a payoff in US dollars. Thus, the objective of a participant is to find a ''design'' with the best performance and get a maximum payoff.
Domain Knowledge Experiment. The purpose of this experiment is to generate evidence for quantifying the impact of a designers' domain knowledge on information acquisition decisions and corresponding design outcomes within engineering systems design. As shown in Figure 5 (b), the participant is required to design a roller coaster track with the objective that maximizes the enjoyment experienced by the riders of it. The decision is anchored in the sampling of design variable: valley width (w), the number of samples is limited to 7. During this task, the enjoyment function E(w) is not explicitly presented to the participants. The participants are informed that high 'g' forces will result in an uncomfortable experience, and a wide valley width (w) has a high radius of curvature. Meanwhile, the design constraint is that the 'g' forces could not exceed 4g, which is represented by g(w) (unknown) denoted as the ''feasibility'' of a design outcome. Every time the participant samples, the accurate value of the g force, the enjoyment, and the feasibility are shown in the interface. Based on the design performance (i.e., enjoyment), the participants earn a payoff at the end in US dollars.
B. SEPARATION OF DECLARATIVE AND PROCEDURAL INFORMATION
As mentioned in Figure 3 , the separation of information is the foundation for reuse. The declarative and procedural information of the design scenario for an experiment can be extracted respectively, as shown in Figure 6 . The declarative information depicts the situations, which include FIGURE 5. Sample Experiments: (a) Decision Strategy Experiment [40] , participants are asked to find the maximum value of an unknown function by given ''tools'' and budget; (b) Domain Knowledge Experiment [25] , participants are required to design a roller coaster track with maximum enjoyment. three aspects, namely design problem, design process, and designer, corresponding to answers to the questions of what, how and who about the decision. To ensure that the participants behave normally and the result of an experiment is rational, it is needed to additionally consider another factor, incentive, which answers the question of why. With these specifications, the situation can be abstracted and defined in the declarative level as a corresponding decision problem that is posed as a yes/no question of the input values. By this means, one can capture the critical declarative information that is executable (e.g., variables and parameters in the design problem or in the design process). In the meantime, it is viable to evaluate the potential information loss by representing or simulating the entire design scenario with the decisionmakers at the operational level, with enriching the related information of design problem, design process, participant, and incentive. The extraction of the decision problem from the design scenario provides the foundation for modeling information using reusable templates.
A situation is generated by populating a template, which represents the original state before the design process starts. Driven by the designer's decisions, the situation of the experiment is transferred from one state to another and presented to the decision-makers. This transformation is specified at the procedural level by the populated execution procedure. Here, the execution procedures are defined by the decision centric processes of design, as shown in Figure 2 and illustrated in Figure 5 . Populated with the detail execution code, the execution procedures make the experiment runnable. For instance, the set design task in an experiment is to design a pressure vessel with some given information. The subjects need to determine the values of variables like radius and length to achieve the design objectives. The researchers can present the design task (at the operational level) to the FIGURE 6. Information components of the proposed model. In declarative level, the design scenario can be abstracted as a decision problem that formulating an experiment situation. In procedural level, the design process can be represented as an execution procedure that transforms situation state.
subjects in multiple ways based on the decision problem extracted (defined at the declarative level). For example, by referring to the parameters and variables specified, one can use a 3-dimensional animation, 2-dimensional figure, or even just literal description to show the pressure vessel design principles in a configured user interface. Through this interface, a subject inputs the value of radius and length, and the code takes the subjects' decision and calculates the corresponding design consequences, associated with information such as its quality, and further the current payoff for him/her. Therefore, a new state occurs after these executions. If the subject is not satisfied with the current result, he/she may decide to choose other values to input. Along with the iteration of this process, the situation state is updated continually. Following the defined execution procedure, the subjects advance through the decision centric design process step-by-step to finish the task. During this process, the information transformation is defined by the execution procedure, executed by its detail code, and driven by the decision-making behaviors of the participants.
C. DESCRIPTIVE FORMULATION OF EXPERIMENT SITUATION 1) PROBLEM
In mathematics, a Problem is defined as a statement requiring a solution, usually by means of a mathematical operation or geometric construction. Many complex design problems can be abstracted as optimization problems. A widely accepted way to mathematically describe an optimization problem is as follows [41] : where the vector x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) is the optimization variable of the problem, the function f 0 : R n → R is the objective function, the functions f i : R n → R, i = 1, . . . m are the (inequality) constraint functions, and the constants b 1 , . . . , b m are the limits, or bounds, for the constraints.
A vector x * is called a solution to the problem. Here, we use this form of the Problem to represent a design problem, as shown in Table 1 .
2) PROCESS
In design, to achieve a goal, a set of activities need to be performed in a specific sequence. At the declarative level, we do not embody and model the activities and their sequence as the Process. However, the information about the process in experiments should be articulated for decision making. This design process-related information can be modeled by the base entities [42] that are categorized into variables, parameters, and relationships.
Variables here mainly refer to the process-related aspects, such as the time of iteration before the designer decides to stop, or the cost of design, which can be used to reflect the use of resources. Parameters refer to the related quantities with fixed values to describe some characteristics of the design process. Relationships are the ''black boxes'' that reflect the relationships between different entities of the process-related information. In this paper, we define the relationship among different parts of the information of the design problem as knowledge, which mainly refers to the acquired information during the process. The critical information of the Process can be formulated as in Table 2 .
3) PARTICIPANT
As mentioned above, the process of a decision experiment is driven by participants' decision-making behaviors. In other words, an experiment collects every decision (input) of the participant and then responds (output) to it. Therefore it is necessary to use entities Decision and Response to model the information input by and output for the participants. Beyond this, design can be thought of as an iterative process of alternatives generation, residual uncertainty reduction (by testing) [43] . This means that designers' abilities or characteristics, such as educational qualifications and experience in problem-solving, will undoubtedly influence the decisionmaking process and the design outcome.
Therefore, for participants in experiments, their Property should be considered as an entity to model the information related to themselves. Accordingly, we describe the participant using keywords, namely Property, Decision, and Response, respectively depicts the observed factors of the participant, input collected from individuals and system output. The keywords and description are as shown in Table 3 .
4) INCENTIVE
Researchers must also consider the way subjects are incentivized [7] , because it is important to ensure that participants focus on the experimental task [44] , and when they are asked to make multiple decisions, the way in which they are incentivized can affect their choices [45] . In design, the decisions are typically made by several decentralized designers or groups, and each is responsible for a subset of the design task, which makes the decisions interdependent. For example, there are three simple schemes for two agents (i.e. participant or player): the relative piece-rate (RPR), the independent piece-rate (IPR) and the tournament (T) [46] . The payoff of the famed decision experiment Prisoner's Dilemma [47] has a typical scheme of RPR.
As incentives affect the decisions made by participants, and the design outcomes are concerned in a real design scenario, the payoff and measurement method need to be defined in the experiment. Thus, data collected in Problem, Process, or Participants are needed for calculating measurement and payoff. In this work, we use keywords, namely Acquire, Given, Measure, and Payoff, to formulate the information of its functionality, as shown in Table 4 .
5) FORMULATION
According to the keywords and descriptors of Problem, Process, Participant, and Incentive, an experiment situation can be formulated as a decision problem. The formulation is exemplified by the Decision Strategy Experiment and Domain Knowledge Experiment as shown in Table 5 .
IV. DECISION EXPERIMENT DESIGN SUPPORT (DEDS) TEMPLATE
To modularize and structure the declarative information, thus integrate it into the procedural level, in this section a Decision Experiment Design Support (DEDS) template (as shown in Figure 7 ) is elaborated. In Table 5 , the experiment situations presented are quite distinct in every aspect, but the inherent structure is alike. Based on the keywords and descriptors mentioned before, information can be extracted and identified by some basic elements including Design Problem, Design Process, Participant and Incentive. According to the formulations, we categorize the elements into Constraints, Variables, Parameters, Goals, Property, Objective, Knowledge, Measurement, Payoff, Response, Decision, etc. An extra control element Mediator is introduced here to define the information flows between the operational level and procedural level. A discussion of these generic element templates is as follows:
6) PROBLEM AND PROCESS: VARIABLE, PARAMETER, AND CONSTRAINT
There are two types of decisions in engineering design: artifact-related decisions and process-related decisions. According to its definition, a design decision is: (1) a choice from among a set of alternatives, and (2) an irrevocable allocation of resources [2] , [48] . Therefore, the entities (i.e. Variable, Parameter, and Constraint) can be further categorized into process-related and artifact-related. VOLUME 8, 2020 Process-related entities are used to capture (by Variables), define (by Parameters), and restrain (by Constraints) the information in the subjects' decision-making process. Meanwhile, the artifact-related entities are used to capture, define and restrain the information about design (or decision making) objects. The difference between Parameters and Variables is that the value of the former is assigned by the researchers in designing the experiment, while the value of the latter is manipulated by the subjects during the experiment. By this manipulation, the Constraints are satisfied. Variables, Parameters and Constraints reflect attributes of the ''product'' being designed in an experiment. In an experiment, this product under design needs to have Objectives (without specific value) or Goals (with specific value) that reflect the requirements in real situations.
7) PROCESS: KNOWLEDGE
In a design process, uncertainty is reduced by information acquisition. The element Knowledge is adopted here to represent the manner of acquiring that information. For example, to understand more about the unknown relationship between a design variable and the design outcome, one can perform computational simulations or make physical prototypes to test the values. Both simulating and prototyping are ways of acquiring new information to reduce uncertainty. We adopt the viewpoint of Bras and Mistree [42] that the base entities proposed by them are the most elementary entities for modeling design process, and are implementable on a computer. The base entities can be categorized into Relationship, System Variable, and Auxiliary Parameter. Analogous to the entity Relationship, the entity Knowledge here can also be represented by mathematical equations or inequalities.
8) PARTICIPANT: DECISION, RESPONSE, AND PROPERTY
Decision and Mediator elements in the template play the role of ''controller'', which means that these entities determine the direction of information flow. The Decision element is used to collect the participants' input to the decision problem (as formulated in Table 5 ) depending on the value of design variables. Furthermore, the situation state is transformed as responding to the decision (i.e. input value). Thus, the corresponding Response of the system should also be identified from the researcher's perspective. As decisions are made by the participant, the element Property here represents the features of participants that may matter in the design scenarios of interested. To ensure the universality of the template, one can treat the Property as an independent function module for the measure or/and record the relevant features of the participant. For example, in the experiment Domain Knowledge, the property ''expertise'' of participants is measured separately and quantified using the Force Concept Inventory (FCI) scores.
9) INCENTIVE: MEASUREMENT AND PAYOFF
The element Measurement refers to the method used to provide a numerical quantity to illustrate the goodness of design outcomes. This goodness could be either artifact related attributes such as quality or feasibility of design outcomes, or process-related attributes such as time spent and the cost incurred during design. Based on this measurement, a reasonably designed Payoff is also necessary, which provides a valuable index that participants can maximize by choosing the values of design variables. Of course, the design of payoff also reflects the preference of the researcher, and it plays a critical control variable for improving the internal validity of the experiment. ''The designer must have a utility in mind at the time of any design decision, and all design choices can be mapped to a monetary preference index'' [2] .
By integrating these entities with the execution procedure, the template captures both entities as declarative information and procedures as procedural information. At the current stage, the procedural information is difficult to be generalized for all experiments. However, we deem that a procedure is not specific to only one experiment, in other words, it may be reused from one experiment to another as even different experiments can have the same procedures. With archiving the procedural information by templates, the reuse of the procedure can be facilitated either in part or as a whole. The scenario of reuse is analogous to a printed wiring board with electronic components in modeling cDSP and sDSP [15] , [17] . As shown in Figure 7 , the wiring board for experimental design is divided into five function modules. These functions can be implemented by defining and populating the generic elements (chips). The wiring and board represent the flow of information and execution procedure; the chips represent the declared information of the situation. The reusability can be realized by replacing the chips or reconfigure the wiring and board from one object to another. Meanwhile, these chips and boards are archived in repositories respectively for further analysis and management. As examples, the generic entities of both the Decision Strategy Experiment and Domain Knowledge Experiment are illustrated in Figure 8 .
V. ONTOLOGY DEVELOPMENT FOR DEDS TEMPLATE
In this section, we represent the DEDS Template as an ontology. Following the DEDS Template structure, the concepts and relations are formally identified and defined in the ontology by classes and slots. Then the complete structure of the ontology model is presented, and the modification for the reuse of instances is introduced.
A. DEFINITION OF CLASS AND SLOT
In the knowledge sharing context, ontologies are specified in the form of definitions of representational vocabulary [33] . Terms and concepts mentioned above can be represented as a formal taxonomy, based on which Classes and Slots are defined explicitly. In an ontology, slots are used to capture the properties of classes or reflect relations among classes. Slots are generally classified into two types: Data Slots used to link classes to nonobject data, and Object Slots used to link classes to object data. Nonobject data here refers to the types of String, Symbol, Float and so on. Object data refer to the types of Class instance. For example, class Parameter may have a data slot to link an instance of Parameter with a value of itself, whereas the class Function may need an object slot to link a Function instance with a list of Parameters. Here, the data slot is filled by a specific value of a parameter, the object slot is filled by a parameter. Based on the formulations of the problem, process, participant and incentive, data slots and object slots of the template are defined in Table 9 and Table 10 respectively.
B. THE STRUCTURE OF THE ONTOLOGY
As shown in Figure 9 , the complete structure of the ontology is presented by a network. In this network, different types of solid circles represent the classes, these classes are connected by object slots which are represented by solid-line arrows. Each class has its data properties captured by data slots, which are solid-lines. The data entities are represented by dashed squares at the end of solid-lines. Hierarchical relations, i.e. This ontology is developed in the implementation mechanism of the Stanford-created Java-based Protégé [49] , which provides a development environment for the creation of an ontology through GUIs. Protégé is an open-source tool that allows ontology developers to develop plugins for enriching the functionality of the ontology. To facilitate the reuse of ontology, we also developed a TabWidget with plugins that link the ontology with oTree [13] codes. However, this is not the main focus of this paper and the details are not described here.
VI. EXAMPLE
To illustrate the utilization of the DEDS template ontology in terms of capturing knowledge and facilitating experimental design, in this section, we discuss the Decision Strategy Experiment [40] , [50] as an example. 
A. POPULATING INSTANCE
In this section, we will not discuss the details of the motivation, hypothesis or results of this experiment, instead the focus here is on the instantiation of the ontology model by its experimental design and settings. The experimental task makes up a hypothetical design scenario where a designer is to design a component by evaluating performance at various points in the design space. Meanwhile, a ''statistician'' provides a surrogate model for processing the acquired information that the evaluation is based on. The experiment is realized on the oTree platform that is based on the MTV (Model Template View) model of the Django framework [13] . From the perspective of executability, the Python code of the experiment is represented as the solver and driver of the ontology in this paper.
In this experiment, it is assumed that the design configuration is represented by a continuous variable x, and the performance is represented by an unknown function f (x) generated by a zero-mean Gaussian Process,
where k is a radial basis covariance function with parameters l and v. The designer is asked to search and find maximum values of unknown performance functions in steps. In each step participants are required to 1) choose a point x, 2) choose a method to evaluate the function at the selected point, and 3) decide whether to stop the process. With the observation about true performance is distributed as: y a |x ∼ N (f (x ), σ 2 a ), a = l, h A performance function can be evaluated at the chosen configuration (x) using either of the following two methods: 1) Running a computer simulation (a = l). This method costs 2 units but generates an observation with the error of ± 20 (i.e. true f (x) is the observation ± 20). 2) Building VOLUME 8, 2020 a physical prototype (a = h). This method costs 8 units but generates accurate observations. The screenshot of the experiment interface is as shown in Figure 10 . From the perspective of budget (B), the experiment is divided into two treatments. In each treatment, a subject evaluates 9 different unknown functions in 9 different periods, with 3 functions each for the three categories of fixed budget per period equal to 20, 40 and 60.
Treatment 1: user-or-lose budget. A subject is allocated a fixed budget per period. Any remaining budget after evaluations are stopped are discarded and not added to the subject's payment.
Treatment 2: Saving-remaining budget. A subject is allocated a fixed budget per period. Any remaining budget after evaluations are stopped is added to the subject's payment.
Based on the descriptive information in the aforementioned Table 5 and Figure 8 , by identifying the generic elements and following the definitions of ontology classes, a template Instance of Decision Strategy Experiment is populated in Protégé as shown in Figure 11 . As we can see in this figure, the panels are placed in left-to-right order as class browser listing all classes, instance browser listing all the instances of the class selected, and instance editor where a new instance can be created or the selected instance can be manipulated. According to the definitions of ontology slots (including data slots and object slots, e.g., ''has_problem'', ''has_incentive'' and ''has_constraint'' etc.) and the experiment data, all the slots are created and filled. It is noted that because of the application scenario the ontology is controlled by Java plugins and communicated with codes and database of oTree, with identification of automated procedures some slot values (e.g. slot ''value'' of class ''Proxy'') are automatically generated by Java Function calls as an output.
B. KNOWLEDGE REUSE SCENARIOS
In terms of reuse, the cases of experiment situation design may be divided into three types: 1) a new experiment situation is created from scratch, 2) a new experiment situation is created based on the adaption of past situations, and 3) the qualitative or quantitative values of variables associated with the situation are changed. Types 1 and 2 mainly occur for testing or elaborating different theories, while the 3 rd type mainly occurs in testing the same theory, and always leads to different treatments. As the underlying design concepts of experiments are similar, that is, they can be composed of a different problem, process, participant, and incentive. A large part of the knowledge in previous experiments can be reused for making new ones. Moreover, to establish the generality of an experiment, an effective way is to execute the experiment with diverse populations, contexts, and environments [7] . As long as the experiment situations are comparable, in an ontological environment, most populated instances can be reused in the future.
We assume that researchers can formulate their experiments by using the formulation structure mentioned above and also create instances by following the definition of the ontology listed. Since much of the knowledge needed by researchers is stored as template instances in the repositories, new design of experiment situation can be made based on this knowledge with some modification. Typically, in ontology all the Instances of Variables, Parameters and Functions can be modified. In practical experimental design, it is worth noting that the modifications should be carried out according to the specific requirements and the application code. As to this example, the main scenarios of modifying the original instance are as follows.
Scenario 1: Modifying for the introduction of new treatments. In this scenario, the instance of the experiment situation can be modified to create a new treatment. As the example has two different treatments: Save-remaining Budget and Use-or-lose Budget. The difference is that any remaining budget (H b = B − b n ) in the first treatment will be added to the gross payoff, while the remaining budget in another will be discarded (H b = 0). Then, for a new treatment, the critical modification is changing the remaining budget function in payoff, as shown in Figure 12 . The specific steps are as follows:
(1) Create a new Instance of Payoff based on general information. Provide information in slots ''expression'', ''description'', ''function_of'', and ''has_proxy''. Previously defined Instances (i.e. Variables Fixed Salary, (2 Based on the Decision Strategy Experiment, another experiment was developed and conducted to understand the impact of cost and task complexity on design decision-making. It is a new experiment because they have different independent variables, dependent variables, and causal drawings. For more information, see Ref. [50] . The independent variables are problem complexity and information acquisition cost. Here, we only consider the factor of problem complexity that was defined based on the degree of its polynomial form. In terms of the function degrees of 2, 3, and 5, the complexity of the experiment situations were denoted as Low, Med, and High respectively. Subjects are asked to select a value for variable x between [−10, 10] to find the minimum point on the randomly generated function. For developing this new experiment, the key modification task is to replace the Design Problem in the template instance of the Decision Strategy Experiment. As shown in Figure 13 , the specific steps are as follows:
( ''has_problem'', plug the original Instance in the slot ''derived_from'' and provide information of slot ''description''. The other treatments of new experiments can be specified in the same way. After all the necessary information is entered and all the treatments are prepared, the new experiment is generated by integrating the treatments. Scenario 3: Variables, Parameters and Functions Variation for replication. Transparent replication is necessary for researchers to assess the findings from experiments of someone else. People can replicate someone else's experiments or with some differences. Accordingly, the Slot values of the Instance can either be kept the same or changed for the replication. In these scenarios, the first utility of our proposed template is to help replicators figure out the factors of the experimental situation, and the other utility is to help them manipulate the factors. For example, in the previous experiment, the cost level of information acquisition may influence the design outcome and thus the result of the experiment, as for now the cost (c l = 2, c h = 8) are subjectively determined. Under some circumstances, some researchers may want to use different cost combinations to exclude the potential influence in setting the cost. This modification can be done easily by changing the value assigned to the parameter Cost in Instances. Similarly, in the sample experiment Domain Knowledge (as shown in Figure 5 ), researchers may change the design variable from Width of valley (w) to Initial height (H ) for subjects' decision, which can be done by fixing the value of Width of valley (w) and introducing Initial height (H ) as a new variable in its DEDS Template Instance. As mentioned in Scenarios 1 and 2, the Functions can also be modified or replaced for multi-purposes, which facilitates the design and reuse of decision experiments.
The utility of ontologies is to facilitate sharing and reuse of knowledge in a computational form [51] . Using the ontology developed in this paper, knowledge of experiments on decision making in SE&D is explicitly and formally represented. Researchers can capture, archive, adopt, and share the knowledge of experiments when replicating or designing experiments. Being platform-and domain-neutral, the ontology can be integrated with existing experiment design software such as zTree and oTree, or the experiments design frameworks for SE&D that may be developed in the future.
VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION A. CONTRIBUTIONS
The future progress in SE&D necessitates the understanding of the human decision-making aspects. As experimentation is an effective research method to gain this understanding, how to facilitate the experimental design thus emerges as a crucial problem. Dealing with this problem means to reduce the difficulty in creating new experiments or replicating experiments developed by other researchers. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt at proposing an information template and ontological model of experiments on human decision making in SE&D. From the standpoint of knowledge capture and reuse for experimental design, we present an approach in this paper for modeling the information of experiments. The declarative and procedural information of experiments is discussed separately and then modeled in an integrated manner as the DEDS template. By developing a frame-based ontology, the template is represented in a formal, executable, archival, and reusable way. Through some conducted experiments introduced as examples, the application scenarios of the model are illustrated to demonstrate the efficacy of the approach proposed in this paper.
For researchers who are interested in using controlled experiments for SE&D, the template, as well as the associated ontology, provide three types of support that are needed in experimental design: reference support, creation support, and reuse support. Regarding reference support, the template can be used to formally capture and document the information of previous experiments for understanding how and why they are conducted. Regarding creation support, the template can be used to construct and formulate the experiment situation for designing experiments from scratch. Regarding reuse support, as the critical information of experiments is populated and archived by the ontological model in an executable manner, rapid and valid design of experiments can thus be facilitated. Moreover, in solving the broader issue of establishing generality, frameworks that facilitate rapid replication of experiments will play a considerable role in the systems engineering community [7] . The need for frameworks necessitates the development of information models that can be commonly used and integrated.
B. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The main limitation of the DEDS template proposed in this paper rests in that it is unable to support designing experiments involving scenarios with collaborative designers and decisions. The DEDS template can be used to support designing experiments with sequential decisions made by one or more participants. However, the use has been limited so far to support designing experiments with uncollaborative design decision making. It currently does not account for group decision making. In complex systems design, crowdsourcing or collaborative teams are two of the means for dealing with the design complexity. Decision making in collaboration is also highlighted recently in SE&D. According to Simpson and Martins [52] , the future of MDO is not MDO, rather lies in ''Multidisciplinary Collaborative Human Decision Making.'' More experiments for collaborative human decision making will be used to explore the relevant theories. Thus, the template for experiments involving multiple participants that make interacting concurrent decisions is a future research direction. To build the distributed environment of decision experiments, the template should be able to 1) facilitate computational modeling of participant interactions, and 2) capture the dynamics of collaborative decision making. Extending this template to support the collaboration (e.g. based on game theory) in experiments is a promising solution, which is also meaningful for the SE&D community. YAN YAN received the B.S. and Ph.D. degrees in mechanical engineering from the Beijing Institute of Technology, China, in 1989 and 2001, respectively, where she is currently a Professor. Her current research interests include reconfigurable manufacturing systems, intelligent design, and knowledge engineering. VOLUME 8, 2020 
